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Abstract
Bidirectional Transformation (bx) has been a well-known approach for maintaining consistency between software models for
many years. Due to their sound formal basis, model transformations have gained broad acceptance in academia. However, the
applicability of model transformation approaches in industrial
contexts is often not that obvious at the first glance. Due to an
increasing, sophisticated tool support for the formal concepts,
use cases emerged that give evidence for the beneficial use of bx
in industry. This paper briefly presents examples for such use
cases, the bx tools in use and how further research can address
open challenges in the field of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE).
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Introduction and Motivation

In the field of MDE, the evolution of models and the resulting
challenge of maintaining consistency between semantically interrelated models plays an important role. In this regard, bx allows
to perform multiple consistency management operations such
as forward and backward transformation, synchronization and
consistency checking based on the same consistency relation. In
recent years, an interdisciplinary community has grown - involving researchers from the fields of e.g. functional programming,
databases and MDE - which proposes concepts and tools for bx.
Although the formal concepts are sound and tools are continuously maintained, the question arises if bx frameworks are directly applicable in industrial contexts, facing hard requirements
regarding efficiency, maintainability, usability and user acceptance. We underpin the usefulness of bx approaches by briefly presenting selected examples where Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs)
- as a representative for bx approaches from the MDE area - are
successfully applied to real-world industrial use cases (Sect. 2).
After a brief introduction to TGGs (Sect. 3), eMoflon1 and MoTE2
as representatives for bx tools under active development are
sketched (Sect. 4), before open research challenges and possible
solutions are discussed to conclude this paper (Sect. 5).

2

Industrial Use Cases

The first case study originates from a project conducted by Siemens
AG and TU Darmstadt [5]. In the engineering domain, the development of physical components used in e.g. excavators or water
supply lines is distributed among different teams of engineers,
who work concurrently on models describing these components
from different view points. The use case involves the synchronisation of a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model maintained
by mechanical engineers and a simulation model maintained
by electrical and automation engineers. Both models have a relatively small semantic overlap, which means that both teams
can work largely independent from each other. For maintaining consistency, a sequence of consistency checks and change
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propagations is necessary, whereby the consistency relation is
bidirectionally expressed via TGG rules.
Secondly, a bx approach was recently implemented to solve
an allocation problem between software testers and testing tasks
during testing phases for software releases for automotive development tools at dSPACE GmbH in cooperation with Paderborn
University. Prior to the project, a test manager has planned the
assignment of testers to test tasks manually, which was replaced
by a software solution relating a testing team model to a task
model. The special challenge in this case was the consideration
of different constraints, such as the availability of employees per
time period, the suitability of employees for different tasks based
on their qualification, and dependencies between tasks induced
by the testing process. Additionally, it is desirable to maximize the
available buffer times, especially for critical tasks. For defining
constraints and objectives, a Domain-Specific Language (DSL)
was developed which should be manageable by the test manager without knowledge about the underlying technology. The
approach enables the test manager to automatically create an
initial proposal for the test plan, whereby manual adaption and
the consistent propagation of those are possible afterwards.

3

Maintaining Consistency by means of TGGs

TGGs are a declarative and rule-based means of maintaining consistency between two semantically interrelated models. Besides
these models, which are (interchangeably) denoted as source and
target, a third correspondence model is introduced that sets up the
consistency relation. Models are represented as attributed graphs,
while nodes and edges are typed to establish the conformance
to the respective metamodels. To make this more concrete, we
recall the second case study from Sect. 2. A rule that relates a
software tester to the execution of a testing task is depicted in
Fig. 1. In the source model (depicted on the left-hand side), a
person which is available in a particular week, as well as an execution environment (i.e., a computer with pre-installed software)
must already exist to apply the rule. In the target model, only
the testing task to be performed is required. The rule creates a
new execution node for this task in the target model and links
it to the availability and the environment via correspondence
nodes, which are depicted as hexagons here. The created nodes
and edges are green and annotated with a ++ mark-up, whereas
the required elements, which we denote as context elements, are
coloured black. Besides the structural changes, an attribute condition in textual form ensures that the duration of the task does
not exceed the availability of the tester.

Figure 1: TGG Rule AddFirstExecution

These declarative rules can be operationalised for various
tasks. Instead of creating all green elements anew, elements of
given models can be marked as translated instead, depending on
the concrete consistency management task. For forward (backward) transformation, the source (target) model is already given,
such that one searches for a rule application sequence which
builds up the given model, simultaneously creating the transformed model of the respective other domain. Similarly, the goal
of consistency checking is to find a triple that relates the given
source and target models and can be built up by sequenced rule
applications of the TGG.

4

Tool Support

As a cross-cutting community involving researchers from various
disciplines actively works on bx topics, a substantial amount of
tooling3 has been proposed which cannot be presented in this
place. Instead, we focus on a brief introduction to two exemplary
TGG tools under active development.
eMoflon::IBeX [9], which is used in both case studies described
in Sect. 2, is a plug-in building up on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) that compiles the specified TGG rules into Java code
at design time. Multiple external frameworks such as Xtext4 for
code generation and PlantUML5 for read-only visualization of
rules and (meta)models are used. Along with adapters for incremental pattern matchers and Integer Linear Programming (ILP)
solvers, a modular architecture is set up that allows to exchange
components if needed. As an alternative to storing models as
Ecore-compliant XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) files, a solution which connects the graph database Neo4J6 is developed
in order to store models, metamodels and their conformance
relation in a uniform manner.
Another TGG tool with a strong focus on efficiency is MoTE,
which is also implemented in form of an Eclipse plug-in. With
this tool, it was possible to build a realistic synchroniser for
Analysis and Design Language (AADL) and Simulink models [1],
which are standards used in the embedded systems domain. As
an extension to the original TGG formalism, MoTE supports the
connection of more than one element per model with a correspondence node, which turned out to be very beneficial for the
case study to keep the number of TGG rules small. Compared to
eMoflon, the support for advanced language features is quite limited, though, restricting the expressiveness of supported TGGs.

5

Open Challenges and Future Work

Whereas basic operations such as forward and backward transformation, synchronization and consistency checking are wellsupported already, there are also open issues whose solution
would broaden the practical usage of bx approaches.
Techniques for model synchronizations are currently applicable in cases where only one model is changed, such that the
delta can be propagated to the respective other domain. An interesting and simultaneously relevant scenario would be the
merge of such deltas resulting from concurrent modifications.
A three-way-merge algorithm known from different versioning
systems does not address this problem sufficiently as more than
one metamodel is involved and the outcome depends on which
of the two deltas is propagated first [6]. More promising seems
to be a detection of conflicting changes and a classification of
conflicts that can occur. Based on this, policies can be introduced
that specify how a conflict is resolved dependent on its type.
Although seminal work has already been proposed by Fritsche
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et al. [3], it is still challenging to define the desirable outcome
of such a model integration process, even for smaller examples,
contrasting the straightforward solution for transformation and
synchronization tasks.
When shifting the focus from ideal settings to realistic use
cases, further research on fault-tolerant bx gets more and more
important. Assuming and enforcing strictly consistent models
and changes at each point of time is unrealistic for several reasons [7], and not even compliant with what a user expects from
a consistency management system. Therefore, the binary distinction between success and failure of a transformation (or between
a consistent and inconsistent result of a check) should be turned
into an optimisation problem which can take consistency, but
also further objectives into account, such as surprising the user
with automated changes only as much as absolutely necessary [2].
Consistency checking as well as forward and backward transformation have already been modelled as search problems [10], but
a proper representation of inconsistencies and error handling
facilities for the user are still an open issue.
Finally, recent work pointed out that there is indeed a difference between an n-ary consistency relation and the union of
respective binary consistency relations between each pair out of
these n models [8]. Conceptual approaches to overcome these
problems have already been developed [4], but further tool support and large-scale evaluations are needed to properly address
the new challenges of multidirectional transformations.
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